Protein folding and structure prediction are two sides of the same coin. We propose contact 2 maps and the related techniques of constraint-based structure reconstruction as unifying 3 aspect of both processes. The presented Structural Relevance (SR) score quantifies the 4 contribution of individual contacts and residues to structural integrity. 5 It is demonstrated that entries of a contact map are not equally relevant for structural in-6 tegrity. Structure prediction methods should explicitly consider the most relevant contacts 7 for optimal performance because they effectively double resilience toward false positively 8 predicted contacts. Furthermore, knowledge of the most relevant contacts significantly in-9 creases reconstruction fidelity on sparse contact maps by 0.4Å.
1 Figure 1 : Studying protein folding by hydrogen-deuterium exchange. Most proteins adopt a native conformation autonomously in the process of protein folding [16, 17] . A small number of Early Folding Residues (EFR, depicted in blue) initiate the folding process as their surroundings change before that of other residues [3] . Analogously, folded proteins can be analyzed with respect to their stability. Highly Stable Residues (HSR, depicted in green) comprise regions which are particularly resilient to unfolding events [6] .
The predicted contacts constitute a contact map ( Figure 2c ) which can be used as set of con-48 straints for a subsequent structure reconstruction (Figure 2d ). Conformations are sampled 49 by a stochastic process in order to fulfill as many constraints as possible [22] . T  T  T  T  T  T  T  T   T  T  T   T  T  T  T  T  T   T  T  T  T  T talling 30 proteins. Individual contacts cannot be directly assessed regarding their SR score (i.e. how much does knowledge of this contact improve reconstructions) because a single 117 contact will never yield a meaningful reconstruct, instead they depend on a set of other 118 contacts [40, 41] . In order to quantify the structural relevance of individual contacts, they 119 have to be disentangled from all other contacts mandatory for a meaningful reconstruction 120 in the first place (see method section). The reconstruction error describes the dissimilarity 121 of each reconstruct with respect to the native structure [40, 41] .
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For a basic assessment of reconstruction quality, all proteins in the dataset were reduced 123 to a contact map representation and random subsets with varying coverage were used to Figure 3 : Reconstruction error by percentage of contacts. When more contacts are considered, the average reconstruction error decreases [40] and the same is true for the variance of each bin. For the assessment of the SR of contacts, 30% of all native contacts (box plot filled dark gray) were chosen as compromise because it ensures reconstructs of average quality while the corresponding contact maps are still sensitive to the removal or addition of individual contacts (as indicated by a big shift in reconstruction error with respect to the neighboring bins). Renderings of four structures are provided to make the influence of the coverage of the native contact map more tangible. They resemble knowledge of 5%, 30%, and 100% of all native contacts as well as the native structure (PDB:1hrc A, isolated on the right). lower SR scores because of their propensity to occur between polar amino acids at positions At residue level, a set of features was evaluated with the same reasoning (Table 2) .
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Residues in loop regions have significantly lower SR than those in α-helices and β-strands.
184
For secondary structure elements, backbone angles and hydrogen bonding patterns are used 185 as additional constraints during reconstruction [22] which may explain an overall perfor-186 mance increase. The previous association of hydrophobic interactions and SR score may 187 be explained by a bias for buried residues; however, no significant association is observed 188 at residue level. The annotation of EFR does not influence SR scores significantly, while 189 the opposite is true for HSR (see below). Functional residues may not be of high SR, 190 because binding sites tend to be exposed to the solvent and commonly have unfavorable The bottom 30% represent the least relevant contacts (red). Other interesting aspects are 202 contact distance and type: therefore short (6-11), long (>23) contacts, hydrogen bonds, 203 and hydrophobic interactions were assessed ( Supplementary Figure 2 ).
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The RMSD is used to quantify the fidelity of a reconstruct by aligning it to the native The reconstruction error is given of for 30% of all contacts in the most relevant (green) and random (gray) bins with an increasing fraction of false positive contacts. In all cases, the most relevant contacts perform significantly better than a random selection when it comes to compensating false positive contacts (p-value <0.001). E.g., the median performance of a random selection without false positive contacts is comparable to that of the best selection with 6% false positive contacts. When more than 3% false positive contacts are introduced into the random selection, the error of the majority of reconstructions lies above 4Å, whereas the best selection can compensate more than double the number of false positive contacts before surpassing this threshold. Knowledge of the most relevant contacts as quantified by the StructureDistiller algorithm thus increases the resilience to false positive contacts as well as the overall reconstruction performance.
Since even those native contacts can hinder reconstruction (as indicated by negative 243 SR scores), it becomes evident that the correct ranking of contacts [22, 37] has a serious 244 influence on reconstruction quality and should be considered for the design and training 245 of contact prediction techniques. The insignificant association of evolutionary couplings 246 and SR scores suggests that the most relevant contacts may not be easy to predict but 247 can contribute significantly more information needed for the successful reconstruction of a 248 protein. (a) Residues with high SR scores are depicted in green, those with negative SR are rendered in red. For gray residues no contacts were observed and no SR scores are reported. It has been shown in experiment that disruptions to the hydrogen bond between HIS-26 and PRO-44 will induce a molten globule state when the association between both Ω-loops is lost [52, 53] . StructureDistiller reports high SR for HIS-26, GLY-45, and the contact both share (yellow dashed line), though no direct contact is detected between HIS-26 and PRO-44 due to strict distance threshold of the employed contact definition. HIS-33 has been described as variable position lacking any structurally relevant contacts [52] and this observation is manifested in the low SR score of this residue. The N-and C-terminal helices exhibit high SR, especially for residues which constitute their interface. Both helices have been shown to be foldons which initiate the folding process of cytochrome c [8]. Other parts of the structure are primarily composed by coil regions, fixate a heme ligand, and show low SR. (b) Per residue SR as line chart. The standard deviation is given for each point. Residues without contacts exhibit a relevance of 0Å.
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Analysis of Early Folding and Highly Stable Residues
integrity also implies that high Structural Relevance scores may capture crucial positions 328 for structure stability. Reconstructs are created based on these toggle contact maps (T). By superimposing reconstruct and native structure, the SR score of all contacts can be quantified as relative change in RMSD. The idea is that some contacts may provide information which is crucial for reconstruction fidelity, e.g. on the correct arrangement of secondary structure elements (depicted by orange fill).
contact is considered which contributes no additional, but only redundant information [41]. for c ∈ C native do 10:
Algorithm 1 StructureDistiller Pseudocode
for i = 0 : r do 11:
if c ∈ C baseline,i then 12:
create toggle subset C toggle,i by removing c from C baseline,i 13: Residues in coil regions and residues buried according to their relative accessible surface area were evaluated. Residues were assessed regarding their early folding and highly stable characteristics [10] . Annotation of functional residues from UniProt [67]. Considers evolutionary couplings and the 0.4L top-scoring positions according to the cumulative coupling strength [18, 49] . n describes the number of observations, µ the corresponding average SR, and σ the respective standard deviation. The trend is given, i.e. does presence of this feature decrease (↓) or increase (↑) the SR scores. Insignificant change is represented by a dash (−). For increasing rates of false positive contacts the reconstruction performance using 30% of the native contacts are given. µ best refers to the average performance using the most relevant contacts, µ random to that using a random selection of contacts. x describes the median of the corresponding population. In all cases, the performance of the best bin is significantly better than that of a random selection.
